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 Hong Kong Economy

 The Three Blessings of Hong

 Kong's Development

 Alvin Y. So

 HONG KONG was often referred to as only a bar
 ren rock when the British occupied it in 1842. So
 it was the colonial state that was responsible for

 turning the "barren rock" into the "Pearl of the Orient".
 The colonial state instituted the rule of law, created an
 efficient bureaucracy free of corruption, set up a mod
 ern infrastructure, instituted a low tax system, and,
 most importantly, adopted a laissez-faire economic pol
 icy that attracted foreign investment and generated the
 capitalist spirit in Hong Kong. Hong Kong thus became
 known as a capitalist "paradise" that had the freest
 economy in the world(i).

 But alongside the colonial state, another factor
 stressed in the Hong Kong literature is the Neo
 Confucian spirit of Chinese entrepreneurs. Confucian
 familism has facilitated the pooling of capital among
 kin, the reliance on unpaid family labour, and the avoid
 ance of bureaucratic rules among family members. The
 small family firm was said to be highly dynamic, and
 able to adjust itself easily to business. Confucian educa
 tion was said to have generated an educated workforce
 highly committed to work and to the firmt2).

 As convincing as the statist and entrepreneurial argu
 ments are, they are unable to explain the phases in
 Hong Kong's economic development during the second
 half of the twentieth century. How can researchers
 explain Hong Kong's structural shift from an entrepot
 to an industrial city, to a service centre, and now,
 towards a high-tech city?

 This article argues that Hong Kong's development has
 been blessed, by three events in the East Asian region:

 the Cold War in Asia in the 1950s, national integration
 in the 1980s, and the Asian financial crisis in the late
 1990s, and will show how these three events have
 shaped three distinct phases in Hong Kong's develop
 ment in the last fifty years.

 The Cold War in Asia and the Industrial Revo

 lution in Hong Kong in the 1950s

 The Cold War

 After World War II, the US emerged as the new hege
 monic power in the capitalist world-economy. Under
 American leadership, the post-war world-economy
 became more liberal, more multilateral and more inter
 dependent, resulting in a global expansion in trade under
 the American free trade policy. These conditions provid
 ed an excellent opportunity for developing countries to
 strive for upward mobility in the world-economy.
 In response to the 1949 Chinese Communist

 Revolution in East Asia, the US initiated several
 actions which indirectly fostered the economic devel
 opment of what were to become the East Asian Newly
 Industrial Economies (NIEs). It sent warships to pro
 tect the defeated Kuomintang in Taiwan, dispatched
 soldiers to fight against the communists in Korea, sup
 ported counterrevolutionary activities in China, froze
 mainland Chinese assets in the US, imposed an eco
 nomic embargo on mainland Chinese products, pre
 vented mainland China from gaining a seat in the
 United Nations, and waged ideological attacks on
 Chinese "communist totalitarianism" in the mass

 media. In order to build up a strong capitalist Asia as
 a bulwark against the spread of communism, the US
 provided economic aid, industrial contracts, and open
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 Hong Kong  Economy

 American markets to its East Asian allies.

 While other colonial powers controlled East
 Asia before the war, now the United States,
 as the new hegemon, built up a "dollar bloc"
 in the area. For other East Asian NIEs (e.g.,
 Taiwan and South Korea), the regional
 dynamics of US hegemony and Chinese
 communism in the 1950s and the 1960s were

 mediated through the geopolitics of US-cre
 ated "divided nations". Intensified regional
 dynamics appeared in the domestic struc
 ture in the form of acute military tension
 with the communists, a strong dose of anti
 Communist ideology, institutionalisation of
 an authoritarian state, adoption of a repres
 sive policy towards labour and student
 activists, reliance on US aid and loans, par
 ticipation in the US-led global economy, and
 active state intervention in the domestic

 economy since the 1960s to promote
 export-led industrialisation(3).
 For Hong Kong, these same regional dynamics of US

 hegemony and Chinese communism were mediated
 through the geopolitics of its position as a "communist
 borderland".

 The industrial revolution

 As a result of American hegemony in East Asia, Hong
 Kong was gradually pulled into the new international
 division of labour in which the capitalist states in East
 Asia supplied consumer products to advanced industri
 al countries in exchange for technology, capital and pro
 ducers' goods. However, also behind the push for Hong
 Kong to enter the US-led world-economy were the
 regional dynamics in East Asia, whereby the isolation of
 communist China from the capitalist world-economy
 closed off possibilities of a regionalist development tra
 jectory in East Asia. Furthermore, the process of
 decolonisation in Southeast Asia brought into existence
 a number of nationalist regimes which installed import
 barriers to protect their domestic markets. This closing
 off of Southeast Asian markets further pushed Hong
 Kong to search for new markets in the Western industri
 al states in the late 1950s.

 The Korean War dealt a decisive blow to Hong Kong's
 entrepot economy. In June 1951, the war prompted the
 United Nations to impose an embargo on Chinese trade,
 which crippled the Hong Kong economy, since China
 was the colony's largest trading partner. In 1954, Hong
 Kong's total value of trade was a meagre 60% of its 1948
 level. Apart from the embargo, entrepot trade with
 China also declined in the 1950s because of the commu

 nist regime's rigid control of foreign investments,
 imports and exports. Including the direct loss of both

 From hole in the wall...  Jean-Francois Huchet

 earnings from entrepot trade and of indirect earnings
 through warehouses, transport, banking and insurance
 services, Hong Kong's real GDP fell by 5.5% in 1951(4). As
 Hong Kong's trading houses and shipping companies
 were decimated, thousands of workers were displaced
 from employment. Added to this was the flow of
 refugees fleeing Communist China. By 1952 unemploy
 ment was estimated at between 15% and 34%(6).

 Fortunately, several "windfall profits" from the
 Chinese Communist Revolution enabled Hong Kong to
 start its industrial revolution. The "liberation" of

 Shanghai by the Chinese communists prompted a large
 number of Shanghainese textile firms to divert their
 production to Hong Kong. In addition, the massive
 inflow of refugees from China, many of whom had
 industrial employment experience, created a pool of
 potential entrepreneurs willing to work hard and take
 the risk of setting up manufacturing firms. The result
 was a mushrooming of small firms with low-level capital
 investment and technology, firms which tapped into the
 extensive commercial networks established throughout
 Hong Kong's entrepot history, as well as into the abun
 dant supply of cheap and diligent refugee workers. This
 particular conjuncture of refugee capital, refugee
 labour, and pre-existing entrepot trading networks pro
 vided the impetus for Hong Kong's export-oriented
 industrialisation in the early 1950s. In other words,
 major parts of socialist China's capital and labour assets
 all of a sudden were transplanted to Hong Kong to reap
 the benefits of the post-war economic upswing of the
 capitalist world-economy. While South Korea and
 Taiwan were still committed to their import-substitution
 industrialisation, and Singapore was caught up in its
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 decolonisation turmoil, Hong Kong gained a head start
 in promoting export-oriented industrialisation.

 The flight from socialism was only one consequence of
 the conflict between the US and the emergent Chinese
 socialist state. In the midst of the Cold War, US policy
 makers supported the Nationalist government in Taiwan,
 sent troops into Korea, and imposed an economic block
 ade on China. Such heightened hostility from the capi
 talist power bloc explains why China did not reclaim
 control of Hong Kong right after the Communist
 Revolution. Due to its colonial status, Hong Kong was
 the only port where China could have access to foreign
 currency to buy necessary foreign equipment. As a
 result, China was quite willing to supply food, raw mate
 rials, and water to Hong Kong in exchange for foreign
 currency—earning an estimated 30% to 40% from its for
 eign currency from the Hong Kong trade1®. Observing
 this peculiar policy of China, Richard Kraus insightfully
 remarks that "geographical isolation permits the
 People's Republic of China to benefit from bourgeois
 skills [of Hong Kong] without sustaining the cost of inter
 nal capitalist institutions"(7). The "unequal exchange" of
 low-priced food from socialist China for the Hong Kong
 currency also subsidised the Hong Kong economy, low
 ered Hong Kong's cost of living, and strengthened the
 competitive power of Hong Kong in the world market.

 The liberal, laissez-faire state
 Intense conflict between socialist China and the capital
 ist power bloc also explains the lack of political unrest
 in Hong Kong in the 1950s. The sudden influx of capital
 ists and labourers in this period created no tension
 between the Chinese population and the British ruling
 class in Hong Kong. As immigrants fleeing from
 Communist rule, the new Chinese capitalists in Hong
 Kong tolerated the British monopoly of the state appa
 ratus in order not to create any political instability that
 would threaten the business environment.

 Most of the members of the Hong Kong's working class
 were also immigrants who moved to the territory during
 World War II or during the Communist Revolution.
 These immigrants seemed generally satisfied with Hong
 Kong's labour situation. Although critics cited terrible
 working conditions in the colony, immigrant workers
 themselves perceived improved status compared to pre
 vious work conditions in China. Young female workers,
 bound by a set of patriarchal values, perceived factory
 work as a means of promoting the welfare of their fam
 ilies (8). Thus, Siu-Kai Lau proposes a "utilitarian famil
 ism" thesis: recent immigrant workers were more inter
 ested in making money for their families than in politi
 cal participation. No state ideology of anti- communism
 was needed to dilute the class consciousness and radi

 calism of Hong Kong's workers(9).

 Of course, unions did exist, and strikes occurred. But
 unions tended to be small and ideologically divided
 between pro-Socialist and pro-Nationalist factions.
 Moreover, China is said to have held back the more rad
 ical demands of the pro-Socialist trade unions so as not
 to risk disturbing China's substantial foreign exchange
 earnings. Strikes were few in number, serious strikes
 almost unknown. The absence of intensive class strug
 gles further enhanced the industrialisation process, with
 economic output, employment and export receipts
 tripling within a few years in the 1950s.
 The favourable world market situation and the lack of

 domestic class struggles partially explain the liberal,
 non-interventionist policy of the Hong Kong govern
 ment. Unlike the Taiwanese and South Korean regimes,
 the colonial government in Hong Kong did not need to
 militarise or promote an anti-Communist ideology to
 justify its colonial rule. Nor did the Hong Kong adminis
 tration need to involve itself in the promotion of export
 industrialisation because the Chinese colony had
 already gained a head start in exports by the early 1950s.
 The Hong Kong administration was further constrained
 from pursuing an active developmental strategy or
 embarking on financially risky intervention because of
 the colony's need to remain financially solvent and bal
 ance its budget lest the British home government step
 in. And Hong Kong did not benefit from the sort of
 geopolitical links with the US which endowed the South
 Korean and Taiwanese states with large amounts of aid
 and loans. Hence, fears of the colonial state's "inability"
 to pay for any industrial assistance programme largely
 shaped the policy discussions of the 1950s. Industrial
 land had to be sold to the capitalists at the going market
 price without any special allowances or concessions.
 And public money could not be used to subsidise the
 cost of low-interest industrial loans (10).

 British expatriates continued to dominate Hong
 Kong's senior state managers. The central organs of the
 Hong Kong government—the Executive Council (Exco)
 and the Legislative Council (Legco)—similarly fell
 under the control of British businessmen and bankers.

 The British business community in Hong Kong, the
 directors and top managers of giant corporations such
 as the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation,
 monopolised the banking industry and the public utili
 ties sector of Hong Kong. Their interests lay in the
 financial sector, and they did not want government
 interference in this sector limiting their freedom. They
 also were inclined to support the government's hands
 off policy in the manufacturing sector. British bankers,
 for example, opposed a proposal to establish an indus
 trial bank to supply long-term credit to Chinese manu
 facturers in the late 1950s. The bankers were motivated

 by fear that this proposal would cause the colonial state
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 to shift resources away from the commercial and finan
 cial sectors to the manufacturing sector. Subsequently,
 the government continued its laissez-faire policy
 despite Hong Kong's entrance into a new phase of
 export-industrialisation in the 1950s.
 By the late 1970s the end of the Cold War had trans

 formed regional dynamics.

 National integration and the transformation
 into a service centre in the 1980s

 Economic integration with mainland China
 In the late 1970s, communist China was incorporated
 into the capitalist world-system. China changed from a
 policy of self-reliance to an open-door policy, actively
 seeking to introduce foreign capital, technology and
 expertise so as to achieve the "Four Modernisations".
 Thus, China used special economic zones and joint
 venture oil field explorations to lure foreign invest
 ment. These new developments enhanced the possi
 bility of establishing a new service centre close to
 China's territory.
 The legacy of the geopolitics of the "communist bor

 derland" enabled the Hong Kong capitalists to be the
 first group to seize on these opportunities to relocate
 their enterprises across the border to the Pearl River
 Delta as well as to bring investment and entrepot trade
 to mainland China. Hong Kong's capitalists had high
 hopes of developing the colony into a service centre
 for mainland China and the East Asian region. Having
 been involved in international trade for over a centu

 ry, Hong Kong was well-known for its strength in
 entrepot trade, financial connections, and other serv
 ices. Hong Kong now became a facilitator or interme
 diary for mainland trade and investment,
 providing valuable channels of information
 to China, serving as a contact point for
 China's trade, financing China's modernisa
 tion, acting as a conduit for China's technol
 ogy transfer, and providing a training
 ground for China to learn and practice capi
 talist skills in a market environment.

 The growing importance of Hong Kong as a
 service centre is evident from its re-emer

 gence as an entrepot and transhipment cen
 tre for trade with China and the East Asian

 region. Yun-Wing Sung estimates that 56% of
 China's total exports were consumed, re
 exported or transhipped by Hong Kong. Re
 exports have to clear the customs of an entre
 pot twice, whereas transhipped goods are not
 required to clear the customs of the entrepot
 at all. Also, 49% of China's imports were from

 Hong Kong, due in part to Hong Kong's to high

 investment in processing and assembly operations in
 China. Hong Kong firms supplied such operations with
 the required raw materials and components, some of
 which were made in Hong Kong
 Hong Kong also served as the financial centre for

 mainland China. Of the total realised foreign capital
 investment received by China, 63% originated from
 Hong Kong between 1985 and 1993. The World Bank
 estimates that China will require some US$700 billion in
 infrastructure investment between 1995 and 2004, much
 of which will be obtained from, or be co-ordinated by,
 the Hong Kong offices of international institutions(12).
 Stephen Speak points out that since the early days of the
 Chinese reforms, Hong Kong companies have been at
 the forefront of Chinese infrastructure and property
 development, initially in South China, but more widely
 throughout China in the 1990s. Of an estimated US$25
 billion of foreign investment in China in 1995, more than
 half had its source in Hong Kong(13). At the end of June
 1995, Hong Kong's cumulative direct investment in
 China totalled US$68 billion, with investments in
 Guangdong Province totalling US$25 billion(14).
 According to the World Investment Report 1996, Hong
 Kong was the fourth largest exporter of capital in the
 world, after the US, Britain and Germany, with an out
 flow of US$25 billion in 1995<16'.

 Stephen Speak further contends that more than twen
 ty of China's state-owned enterprises have been listed
 on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange(16), and the People's
 Daily reports that 45 Chinese companies were listed in
 the stock exchanges in Hong Kong and other global
 cities(17). Since these are extremely large enterprises,
 they added substantially to the overall capitalisation and
 liquidity of the Hong Kong stock market. While Hong

 finance (c Jean-Francois Huchet
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 Kong has served as China's primary channel for interna
 tional fund-raising, the Territory has also long been the
 largest recipient of China's outward international invest
 ment, estimated at US$3.8.
 Serving as the "home" market for China-oriented

 investment, Hong Kong grew to become the financial
 capital of Asia and the third largest financial centre of
 the world, exceeded only by New York and London. By
 the beginning of the 1980s, Hong Kong was playing host
 to scores of transnational banks, foreign exchange deal
 ers, security houses and other non-bank financial insti
 tutions conducting an entire range of retail and whole
 sale banking services. By the mid-1990s, Hong Kong had
 more than 170 foreign licensed banks and a thousand
 regional headquarters representing business interests
 from all over the world. It had received over US$14 bil
 lion of direct investment from the US alone<18).

 The status of a global financial centre had a tremen
 dous effect on the Hong Kong economy. Investment
 capital flowing into Hong Kong was mostly invested in
 stocks and real estate, causing a sudden real estate
 boom at the end of the 1970s. With an excess of idle

 capital around, the banks in Hong Kong lent fuel to the
 real estate boom by instituting easy credit policies. A
 highly speculative property market resulted in the
 early 1980s(19).
 The Hong Kong government did nothing to halt this

 land speculation. Rather, it exacerbated the problem by
 auctioning off the best Crown land in the colony. The
 government released this land one plot at a time in
 order to create an artificial limited supply as well as to
 push up the auction price. The real estate boom provid
 ed the government with huge earnings revenues. In the
 late 1970s, these constituted one-quarter to one-third of
 the government's total revenues(20). They strengthened
 public finances and provided for massive infrastructure

 projects with no raise in taxes above 15%
 of income and corporate earnings. The
 Hong Kong government thus tried to "walk
 on two legs" in the 1980s: it promoted
 export industrialisation by providing infra
 structure, while promoting Hong Kong as
 a world financial centre by pursuing lais
 sez-faire policies.
 However, this "two legs" policy created

 problems. The financial sector had
 expanded at the expense of the industrial
 sector. Rising land prices caused a knock
 on effect of rising service and food prices,
 leading to higher inflation rates (with dou
 ble-digit inflation in the late 1980s and the
 early 1990s) and a very high cost of living.

 Francois Huchet The high cost of living raised rents and the
 price of industrial sites, leading to a high

 cost of industrial production. As a result, rising land
 prices eventually cut the profit margin for the industri
 alists as well as decreasing their competitive edge in
 the global export market.
 Small firms in the Hong Kong manufacturing sector

 did not have the capacity to engage in long-distance
 offshore production in other countries to reduce costs
 and remain competitive in the world market. Instead
 they relocated their labour-intensive industries to the
 nearby Pearl River Delta in Guangdong, only a couple
 of hours' drive from Hong Kong. The cost of labour in
 the Delta region in the late 1980s was about one-third
 that of Hong Kong production at comparable skills and
 productivity levels(21).
 The major form of investment in the Delta is "outward

 processing", known locally as projects of imported
 material processing (lai liao jia gong)m. "Outward
 processing" involves a partnership between Hong Kong
 and Chinese capital. The Hong Kong investor supplies
 the machinery, material, technology, product design
 and marketing services; the Chinese partner provides
 the plant, labour, water, electricity and other basic facil
 ities, and assembles the product according to the Hong
 Kong design. The Hong Kong investor pays the Chinese
 partner a "processing fee", which covers workers'
 wages and the facilities provided. T. Maruya estimates
 that by June 1991 there were 20,000 Hong Kong gar
 ment, plastic, textile and electronics firms engaged in
 "outward processing" in Guangdong. These Hong Kong
 firms employed more than two million workers in
 Guangdong, about three times more than these firms
 employed in the colony itself(23).
 Outward processing allowed entrepreneurs to min

 imise their risk in economic transactions across the

 border. Outward processing, like subcontracting,
 involves little obligation to the labour force: Hong Kong
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 firms do not need to confront labour unions, and they
 can dispense with workers simply by not renewing con
 tracts with their Chinese partners. Small Hong Kong
 firms thus gained a flexibility to make quicker produc
 tion and output decisions than would be the case if they
 hired workers directly in Guangdong. This arrangement
 suits the Hong Kong firms well, as they mostly consist
 of small subcontractors responding to volatile global
 markets. After moving the labour-intensive processes
 across the Guangdong border, Hong Kong manufactur
 ers next began to concentrate on trading. Thus, the
 Hong Kong firms gradually transformed into modern
 trading houses focussing on marketing, product design,
 quality control, inventory control, management, and
 financial arrangements.
 As Hong Kong's manufacturing industry relocated to

 the Pearl River Delta, and as Hong Kong became the
 financial and service centre for the South China

 region, new terms such as "the Pearl City", "a vast
 mega-urban region", "a unified Hong Kong-Guangdong
 megalopolis", or "the Hong Kong Bay Area" have been
 invented to describe the economic integration
 between Hong Kong and its South China hinterland. In
 Yue-Man Yeung's conception, Pearl City is a visionary's
 megalopolis that connects Hong Kong to Guangzhou
 (Canton), with a constellation of smaller but econom
 ically vibrant and culturally varied cities such as
 Dongguan, Shunde, Zhuhai, Macau and Shenzhen in
 between(24). Pearl City spans more than 160 km from
 north to south and has a population of more than 40
 million. Mass transit rail systems and a network of
 highways, bridges and tunnels enable residents to
 travel from Hong Kong to Guangzhou city centre in
 less than 90 minutes. From a spatial viewpoint, this
 Pearl City is a functionally integrated economic sys
 tem as well as a rapidly expanding urban region, with
 Hong Kong constituting the service and financial cen
 tre linking the South China region to the global econo
 my and society. Moreover, the massive relocation of
 industry from Hong Kong to the villages and market
 towns across the border has led to the rapid urbanisa
 tion of the South China countryside, as peasants enter
 the factories without having to move into large cities.
 George Lin remarks that the pattern of land use in the
 South China countryside has been altered, as much
 farmland has been rapidly converted to non-agricul
 tural use, mostly for the building of factories, work
 shops, highways and the development of export pro
 cessing zones(25).
 As the border between Hong Kong and China became

 "diluted" due to the intense economic integration
 through investment, trade and services between Hong
 Kong and mainland China, a new kind of geopolitics of
 "national reunification" rose to the forefront.

 National reunification, decolonisation,
 and democratisation

 The New Territories and the outer islands of Hong Kong
 were only leased to Britain, for 99 years. Since this
 lease was to expire in 1997, entrepreneurs were reluc
 tant to make long-term investments in the colony. The
 British government was therefore under pressure in the
 early 1980s to enter into negotiations with mainland
 China to renew the lease so as to boost business confi

 dence in the colony. During these negotiations, Britain
 was shocked to find that China wanted to recover not

 just the New Territories but also Hong Kong as well.
 Since China had re-entered the capitalist world-econo
 my in the late 1970s, it felt little need to maintain Hong
 Kong's "borderland" status.
 The British government finally backed down on

 extending the lease because developing a long-term
 relationship with China had higher priority. In 1984,
 Britain signed the Joint Declaration with mainland
 China, agreeing to return sovereignty over Hong Kong
 by July 1st 1997. On that date, Hong Kong became a
 Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China, with its
 own social and economic system, its own way of life, its
 status as a free port, and the convertibility of its curren
 cy to remain unchanged for 50 years.
 The Hong Kong colonial government responded by ini

 tiating a series of policy changes over the next decade.
 It first accelerated democratisation in Hong Kong,

 announcing successive plans to reform the political
 structure and broaden popular participation. These
 last-minute attempts at democratisation could be
 interpreted as a means for the British government to
 rebut criticism that it had sold Hong Kong out to the
 communists. After all, if democratisation succeeded,
 the Hong Kong government would be run by the peo
 ple of Hong Kong in 1997, and the British government
 could claim that it retreated in an honourable manner

 by returning sovereignty to the people of Hong Kong
 rather than to Peking.
 Second, in order to boost business confidence in

 Hong Kong, the colonial government unveiled a pro
 posal for massive government expenditure in new infra
 structure and social services projects, including a
 US$16 billion proposal to construct a new airport with
 subways, railways and an expanded container port. In
 its quest for legitimacy, the colonial government also
 responded to popular demands for the addition of more
 social services and welfare provisions, such as a pro
 posal in the late 1980s to foster higher education by
 adding a new Science and Technology University and
 double the enrolment of higher education. In the early
 1990s, the colonial government further proposed a plan
 to arrest the rapid rise of property prices, to introduce
 an old-age pension scheme, an Environmental and
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 Conservation Fund, and a new middle-income housing
 scheme for the "sandwich" class.

 Third, after the 1989 Tiananmen incident, the British
 government proposed a nationality package to grant the
 right of abode in Britain to 50,000 Hong Kong families.
 The aim of the nationality package was to provide an
 "insurance" to the bureaucrats in Hong Kong so that
 they would remain at their posts until 1997; it also aimed
 at attracting Hong Kong entrepreneurs and new middle
 class professionals to Britain.
 These decolonisation policies failed to attain their

 goals. First, the democratisation process was ham
 pered. Faced with strong opposition from Hong Kong
 capitalists (who feared that democratisation would
 bring about more taxes, more government regulation,
 and less business freedom) and the mainland Chinese
 government (which feared that democratisation would
 lead to a truly autonomous local government that
 could not be controlled), the lame-duck colonial gov
 ernment suddenly withdrew its promise to conduct
 direct elections in 1988. This angered the new middle
 class professionals who constituted the strongest sup
 porters of the democracy movement, causing them to
 emigrate on a massive scale.
 The proposed infrastructure and social services proj

 ects and the nationality package also ran into trouble.
 They were challenged by mainland China, which saw
 these policies as a British conspiracy to weaken main
 land control after 1997. For instance, mainland China
 complained that the post-1997 Hong Kong government
 would be in deep financial straits if the British used up
 the Hong Kong government's monetary reserves on the
 expensive airport package and the old-age pension
 scheme. Furthermore, China accused the British of
 attempting to extend their colonial influence in Hong
 Kong after 1997; the nationality package let most high
 ranking officials in Hong Kong hold British passports
 after 1997, ensuring their loyalty to Britain rather than
 mainland China. As a result of these policy disputes,
 hostility between mainland China and Britain intensi
 fied in the 1990st26).

 The Asian financial crisis and the move

 towards a high-tech centre in the late 1990s

 Democratic compromise in 1997
 The Western mass media envisioned an authoritarian

 scenario in Hong Kong after the July 1st transition. Hong
 Kong's Democratic Party would be outlawed. There
 would be press censorship, the banning of "subversive"
 organisations, and political prisoners. Peking would rely
 upon its "unholy alliance" with businesspeople to rule
 Hong Kong without any input from the democrats. In
 this scenario, 1997 would be an authoritarian transition

 from a British colony ruled by an expatriate-business
 people hegemony to a communist Chinese colony ruled
 by a Peking-businesspeople hegemony.
 Contrary to this prediction, the authoritarian scenario

 failed to materialise in Hong Kong in mid-1997. No vio
 lent political confrontation, no outright political repres
 sion, and little political censorship took place in the
 mid-1997 transition. Instead, a democratic compromise
 was achieved among Peking, the Hong Kong SAR gov
 ernment, and the democracy camp during this critical
 transition from British to Chinese rule. What explains
 this democratic compromise in mid-1997?
 First, Peking toned down its opposition to the

 Democratic Party after 1996. Peking assured the
 democrats that they would be allowed to take part in
 elections in the post-1997 SAR government, and it tol
 erated political protests in Hong Kong. Peking took no
 action even when protesters shouted offensive slogans
 against Peking's leaders. Peking's moderate stand
 towards Hong Kong's democrats was a result of the
 waning of the emotions triggered by the Tiananmen
 incident, strategic considerations to lure Taiwan to the
 negotiation table, and intensive mass media exposure
 of the July 1st 1997 transition.
 In return, Hong Kong's Democratic Party adopted a

 moderate stand towards Peking. The Democratic Party
 staged only a peaceful protest during the July 1st 1997
 transition. It was also willing to participate in the 1998
 elections, even though the Chinese-appointed
 Provisional Legislature had so drastically changed the
 electoral rules that the Democratic Party would have lit
 tle chance of gaining a majority in the post-1997 legisla
 ture. Furthermore, the Democratic Party diluted its anti
 Peking platform. Instead, the Democratic Party empha
 sised that it would always support Peking's resumption
 of Hong Kong sovereignty and always hope for Hong
 Kong's stability and prosperity. Its acceptance of
 "Peking sovereignty" and "Hong Kong stability and pros
 perity" encouraged Peking to think that it could work
 with the Hong Kong democrats in the post-1997 era.
 This democratic compromise between the Peking gov

 ernment and the Hong Kong democrats in 1997 has
 strengthened the Hong Kong SAR government and
 allowed it to deal with the changing regional dynamics
 in the Asian region.

 The Asian financial crisis

 In the late 1990s, Hong Kong's development was deeply
 affected by a series of events in the Asian region: the
 Asian financial crisis, the growing competition for glob
 al metropolises in Asia, and the increasing hostility
 between mainland China and Taiwan.

 First of all, the Asian financial crisis spread from
 Thailand to Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Hong Kong
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 SAR, and other countries in 1997. The key manifesta
 tions of the crisis were a wholesale flight of foreign
 capital, plummeting currencies and real estate prices,
 failing banks, massive layoffs, labour strikes, public
 demonstrations, and civil unrest. According to an esti
 mate, an Asian asset worth US$100 dollars in June 1997
 was worth only US$25 in August 1998<27). At the height
 of the Asian crisis in 1998, Hong Kong's GDP contract
 ed by about 5% (compared to a 5.2% real growth in
 1997), property prices dropped by 50%, rents declined
 by about the same amount, and stock market prices
 and turnover rates dropped considerably.
 Unemployment hovered at a record high of 6%, wages
 had fallen, many small businesses had closed, and con
 sumer demand remained weak(28).

 Still, Hong Kong was fortunate because the Asian cri
 sis occurred after China had successfully resumed sov
 ereignty on July 1st 1997. Had the Asian crisis arrived
 a year or a few months earlier, it might have triggered
 not only an economic recession but a political confi
 dence crisis as well. In addition, the Asian crisis
 reached Hong Kong at a time when the SAR had built
 up a strong economic basis that would weather the
 economic turmoil. The Hong Kong government had
 accumulated substantial fiscal and foreign exchanges
 reserves by 1997, which allowed it to respond to the
 challenges of the Asian crisis.
 Aside from the Asian financial crisis, Hong Kong's sta

 tus as a global service centre has been increasingly
 challenged by other cities in the region. Although
 Singapore was also heavily engaged in trading and
 financial activities, it suffered much less damage during
 the Asian crisis than Hong Kong. During the crisis, the
 Singapore government implemented poli
 cies such as reducing the salary of public
 employees by 10% in order to increase the
 competitiveness of its economy. Singapore
 also opened a futures market which threat
 ened to take away some of Hong Kong's
 business. Some analysts also point out that
 the very rapid development of Shanghai
 may threaten Hong Kong's status. Shanghai
 may catch up with Hong Kong in a few
 decades because a large amount of exports
 from north and central China will pass
 through Shanghai rather than Hong Kong,
 and because more and more transnational

 corporations will set up their headquarters
 in Shanghai after China enters the World
 Trade Organisation (WTO). In addition,
 some analysts suggest that Shenzhen could
 be a competitor for Hong Kong. Shenzhen
 has ample land that it can develop, an
 abundant supply of cheap labour, a large

 number of middle-class professionals, and a strong
 local government committed to development. Given its
 rate of development, Shenzhen could catch up with
 Hong Kong in a couple of decades. Finally, Hong Kong's
 success reduced its competitiveness: it had become not
 only one of the richest regions in terms of per capita
 income, but it also had among the highest property
 prices and biggest salary packages in Asia(29).
 Another significant event in the East Asian region is

 the rising tension between mainland China and Taiwan
 over the issue of national reunification. In mid-1995,
 mainland China and Taiwan already were on hostile
 terms when Taiwan president Teng-hui Lee visited the
 US in early 1996, and China fired missiles across the
 Taiwan Strait during Taiwan's presidential election.
 The mainland and Taiwan seemed to be on friendlier

 terms in early 1999, but the new "state-to-state" plat
 form proposed by the Taiwan government in mid-1999
 immediately drew a hostile reaction from the main
 land, leading to the cancellation of the talks scheduled
 for the fall of 1999 as well as the holding of military
 exercises in Fujian province.
 The worsening of mainland-Taiwan relations might

 have helped to promote the autonomy of the Hong Kong
 SAR. In the aftermath of the 1997 transition, the Chinese
 government had largely pursued a "hands-off policy,
 other than in its remit over foreign affairs and defence.
 The People's Liberation Army garrison has stayed near
 ly invisible. Chinese government leaders have paid only
 cursory visits to Hong Kong. The Territory's democracy
 groups and dissidents survive without too much harass
 ment from the mainland government(30). Hong Kong was
 used as a showcase for the Chinese government to
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 entice Taiwan to come to the bargaining table. It seems
 that the more intense the hostility between mainland
 China and Taiwan, the more freedom and autonomy the
 Hong Kong government appeared to have in formulating
 its policies in response to the Asian crisis and the com
 petition for the global city status.

 The move towards becoming a high-tech centre
 After the 1997 transition, the Hong Kong government
 began to take a much more active role in managing the
 economy. At the height of the Asian financial crisis in
 August 1998, there was a concerted attack by venture
 capitalists on Hong Kong's currency. In response, the
 HKSAR government made an unprecedented decision to
 use around US$15 billion of its foreign reserves to buy
 into the Hong Kong stock and futures markets in order
 to protect the integrity of the Hong Kong dollar's fixed
 rate of exchange with the US dollarl31).
 The blessing of the Asian crisis is that it showed how

 vulnerable financial services and dependency on prop
 erty have made Hong Kong. Financial and real estate
 markets are highly volatile, and Hong Kong's economy
 cannot be based solely on providing such services. In
 search of more balanced development, the Hong Kong
 government was motivated to pursue a series of long
 term plans to turn Hong Kong into an innovation and
 technology centre in Asia as well as an information tech
 nology hub at the gateway to China. The aim was to pro
 mote the development of a new technology-based and
 high-value-added sector in order to strengthen the long
 term competitiveness of Hong Kong's economy.
 The Hong Kong government set up a high-powered

 Commission on Innovation and Technology (CIT),
 chaired by Professor Tien Chang-Lin of Berkeley, to
 develop Hong Kong into a high-tech centre. In its first
 report, the CIT stated that Hong Kong will be an inno
 vation-led, technology-intensive economy in the twen
 ty-first century. In this vision, Hong Kong will be a
 leading city in the world for information technology, a
 world centre for health food and pharmaceuticals
 based on Chinese medicine, a leading supplier in the
 world of high-value-added components and products,
 a regional centre for multimedia-based information
 and entertainment services, and a marketplace for
 technology transfer between mainland China and the
 rest of the world(32).

 In March 1999, the Hong Kong government
 announced plans to build Cyberport, a US$1.7 billion
 technology park in Pokfulam, in the west of Hong Kong
 Island. The aim of Cyberport is to create a strategic
 cluster of leading IT and service companies in Hong
 Kong in the shortest possible time. It will concentrate
 on communication-oriented industries, calling for the
 building of telecommunications, network and wireless

 communications, optical electronics, and Internet
 appliances in Hong Kong. The intention is that this
 giant project is to serve as a multimedia and informa
 tion technology hub, with state-of-the art wiring, room
 for 130 companies, and adjacent housing. The project
 is expected to generate more than 12,000 jobs in Hong
 Kong, while approximately 4,000 jobs will be created in
 the construction industry to build Cyberport. When it
 is completed in 2002, Cyberport will generate demand
 for support services such as accounting, legal, and
 other back office functions{33).

 In addition, the Hong Kong government is proposing
 the development of the US$1.2 billion Silicon Harbour
 on Lantau Island. Silicon Harbour's focus would be on

 microelectronic industrial innovation and development.
 Silicon Harbour is to create 19,500 jobs and add US$3
 billion to Hong Kong's GNP by 2008(34).
 Furthermore, there is a proposal to set up a Chinese

 medicine port, Herbalport, for biotechnology and health
 food. The plan is that Herbalport will utilise expertise
 from mainland China to explore new drugs on the basis
 of ancient formulations, then commercialise the drugs
 and sell them on the global market(35).
 In September 1999, the Hong Kong government accept

 ed the recommendation of the Commission on

 Innovation and Technology (CIT) to merge the Science
 Park, Industrial Estate, and Industrial Technology
 Centre; to phase out the Industry and Technology
 Development Council; to expand the existing incubation
 programme to assist small entrepreneurs undertaking
 commercial research and development work at the pre
 market launch stage; and to provide an US$0.64 billion
 Innovation and Technology Fund for technical ventures
 undertaken by entrepreneurs.
 Still, the strong influence of real estate developers and

 bankers on government policy continues to haunt the
 development of Hong Kong into a high-tech centre.
 Cyberport was heavily criticised because the govern
 ment awarded the project to Pacific Century Group, a
 company of Richard Li, the son of Hong Kong's richest
 real estate developer. Other Hong Kong property devel
 opers felt jilted, and issued a rare letter of protest com
 plaining about the fact that the project did not go to pub
 lic tender<36>. In addition, there are doubts as to whether
 Hong Kong has enough high-tech talent for all the pro
 posed projects. In the past the Hong Kong government
 was reluctant to invest in education and R&D. In 1995,
 total education expenditure as a percentage of GDP was
 6% for Taiwan, 3.5% for Singapore, but only 2.5% for
 Hong Kong. R&D expenditure was 1.4% for Taiwan, 1.2%
 for Singapore, but only 0.2% for Hong Kong(37). Since
 Singapore and Taipei already had a headstart, many ana
 lysts doubt whether Hong Kong has the capacity to catch
 up with these cities in high-tech development.
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 The three blessings
 of Hong Kong's development
 Hong Kong has been fortunate, its development blessed
 by three events in the East Asian region: the Cold War in
 Asia in the 1950s, national integration in the 1980s, and
 the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s. These events

 no doubt caused hardship for Hong Kong for their dura
 tion, yet they nevertheless also served to open up new
 paths of development for Hong Kong in the long run. It is
 thus only in a long-term perspective that researchers
 have been able to label these events as blessings for
 Hong Kong's development.
 From this long-term perspective, it was the Cold War

 in the 1950s—with the fusion of refugee capital and
 refugee labour, the supply of cheap food and materials
 from mainland China, and the liberal US trade policy—
 that transformed Hong Kong from an entrepot into an
 industrial city in the 1970s. The regional situation was so
 favourable that the Hong Kong government could afford
 to maintain liberal laissez-faire policies, saving itself
 from promoting exports or from exerting authoritarian
 rule to suppress labour unrest.
 In the 1980s, it was the economic integration with

 mainland China—the relocation of labour-intensive

 industries across the border, the revival of the entrepot
 trade, the opening of China for investment, the massive
 mainland investment in Hong Kong, and the emergence
 of "the Pearl City"—that transformed Hong Kong from
 an industrial city to a service centre. By the 1990s, Hong
 Kong had become a financial centre, a transhipment
 centre, and a regional headquarters for transnational
 corporations in East Asia.
 Finally, in the late 1990s, it was the democratic com

 promise between Peking and the Hong Kong democrats,
 and the rising hostility in the Taiwan Strait that laid the
 foundation for a fairly autonomous Hong Kong govern
 ment, and it was the Asian financial crisis and the
 regional competition for metropolis status that provided
 the impetus for the Hong Kong government to push for
 a series of high-tech projects, including Cyberport,
 Silicon Harbour and Herbalport.

 IN short, this article finds that Hong Kong's develop mental trajectory was largely a product of the region
 al dynamics since the 1950s. The Cold War in East Asia
 transformed Hong Kong into an industrial city in the
 1970s, the economic integration with China transformed
 Hong Kong into a service centre in the early 1990s, and
 the Asian financial crisis provided an impetus to move it
 towards becoming a high-tech centre in the twenty-first
 century. This regional explanation is different from
 those in the literature which stress the factors of the

 colonial state and Confucian cultural values in explain
 ing Hong Kong's development.

 By the late 1990s, Hong Kong had by all standards
 become a global city. However, since the Hong Kong
 government has only recently proposed the high-tech
 projects, it is too early to predict whether Hong Kong
 will succeed in these pursuits and remain a global city.
 Obviously, having had a comparatively late start, Hong
 Kong has a long way to go before it can grow into a glob
 al high-tech centre. In addition, mainland China has
 tightened its control over Hong Kong over the past two
 years, as shown by the mainland's handling of the right
 of abode issue, the outburst of Communist Party leader
 Jiang Zemin against Hong Kong's press, and the resigna
 tion of the Chief Secretary Anson Chan, presumably as
 a result of the difference of opinion on the Falun Gong
 protests in Hong Kong. Whether the Hong Kong govern
 ment can maintain a high degree of autonomy from the
 mainland is a central factor in Hong Kong's ability to
 achieve its aim of becoming a high-tech global city in the
 twenty-first century. &
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